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Destined to become a classic, this method provides the beginner with the elements needed to

become a proficient fiddler. Based on many years of teaching experience, the author introduces the

concepts and techniques that yields solid results. This method encourages creativity in the student

by including variations to the tunes and illustrating how they can serve as a basis for improvisation.

To assist in the development of ensemble skills, chords and lyrics, basic music theory, and

demonstrations of such skills as backup and lead playing are included in this profusely- illustrated

book. An online audio recording download for listening and play-along captures the excitement of

the music and aids instruction. This book is beneficial for both fiddle students and classical Suzuki

violin students.
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I've recently begun fulfilling a forty-plus-year dream of learning to play the fiddle, and bought a

couple of DVDs to support this wish.The first DVD lesson was nice, but the presenter/instructor

seemed disorganized, flowing sort of "stream of consciousness...sort of "oh, and another thing...".

The second was more organized, but featured the DULLEST person in the world talking to the

camera as if his views already understood music theory, relying heavily on tablature, which is

accompanies the DVD but is deuce difficult to hold while bowing. I also got an "old-time fiddle"

instructional DVD which is nice, quirky, and simplified, but not satisfying by itself, and not useful



without a good instructional DVD as a basis....then, I bought Mr. Wicklund's DVD.Mr. Wicklund

takes the viewer through the BASICS, from holding the instrument (get ready to tone a few unused

muscles), hold and use the bow, tuning (so you don't break a string), how to stop strings for scales,

all the stuff covered in the other DVDs I've seen...but, in a friendly, inviting, organized and easy to

understand way. Not trying to sound dramatic, his DVD makes the learning of what can be an

unforgiving instrument seem actually POSSIBLE.He then goes slowly through 22 songs, one or two

strings at first and then progressively more difficult. He uses the songs to help the student work on

and groove in points and skills he's covered. Then he stops, adds a skill (high and low positions of

the second and third fingers, for instance, or drones), and then gives you more songs to

practice.Each song is presented with a video window showing his fingering, then it's broken up and

covered slowly, and then he'll stop and give you pointers on the song.
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